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AGNITiO to Address Mobile Transactions and Fraud Detection
With Voice iD at Money 2020
PALO ALTO, CA and LAS VEGAS, NV--(Marketwired - October 30, 2014) - Money 2020 -- AGNITiO,
leader in secure voice biometrics and founding member of the FIDO Alliance, today announced it will be
exhibiting next week at Money 2020, the largest worldwide gathering of innovators in commerce and digitized
money. Focusing on the intersection of payments and financial services with retail, mobile, marketing services,
data, technology and other sectors, the conference will create conversations around how people in businesses
manage, spend and borrow.
What: Money 2020, AGNITiO to demonstrate FIDO-Ready Voice iD for secure digital transactions and fraud
prevention.
Where: Aria Hotel, Las Vegas Booth 18 (Link to Floorplan)
When: November 2 - 5, 2014
Additionally, AGNITiO has released a custom newsletter that features two recent Gartner reports available by
subscription only -- Gartner, "Market Guide for Online Fraud Detection," Avivah Litan, June 2, 2014 and
"Using Voice Biometrics and Phone Printing to Secure Telephony and Authenticate Callers," Avivah Litan,
July 30, 2013. To view the newsletter click here: Voice Biometrics for Fraud Detection and Authentication.
Based on over 10 years of proven technology and successful global government and commercial deployments,
the AGNITiO Voice iD engine running KIVOX software provides a platform for the use of simple yet strong
voice authentication that is accurately detected 99.9% of the time. AGNITiO has a proprietary patented antispoofing technology that detects up to 97% of replay attacks, as well as many others risks. KIVOX software is
completely language independent, minimizing costs for global deployments and enabling natural voice and
user friendly authentication.
Click here to see the AGNITiO KIVOX Mobile demo video. For additional information about secure mobile
commerce using voice biometrics and to request a downloadable demo, visit www.agnitio-corp.com or email a
request to info@agnitio-corp.com. Keep up on the latest news by following AGNITiO on Twitter @agnitiocorp and on LinkedIn at AGNITiO Voice iD.
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